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Abstract
In this article we discus the energy-momentum conservation principle for two-
particle system in the case of canonically and Lie-algebraically twist-deformed Galilei
Hopf algebra. Particularly, we provide consistent with the coproducts energy and
momentum addition law as well as its symmetric with respect the exchange of par-
ticles counterpart. Besides, we show that the vanishing of total fourmomentum
for two Lie-algebraically deformed kinematical models leads to the discret values of
energies and momenta only in the case of the symmetrized addition rules.
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1 Introduction
The suggestion to use noncommutative coordinates goes back to Heisenberg and was
firstly formalized by Snyder in [1]. Recently, there were also found formal arguments
based mainly on Quantum Gravity [2], [3] and String Theory models [4], [5], indicating
that space-time at the Planck scale should be noncommutative, i.e., it should have a quan-
tum nature. Consequently, there appeared a lot of papers dealing with noncommutative
classical and quantum mechanics (see e.g. [6], [7]) as well as with field theoretical models
(see e.g. [8], [9]), in which the quantum space-time is employed.
In accordance with the Hopf-algebraic classification of all deformations of relativistic
[10] and nonrelativistic [11] symmetries, one can distinguish three basic types of space-
time noncommutativity (see also [12] for details):
1) Canonical (θµν-deformed) type of quantum space [13]-[15]
[ xµ, xν ] = iθµν , (1)
2) Lie-algebraic modification of classical space-time [15]-[18]
[ xµ, xν ] = iθ
ρ
µνxρ , (2)
and
3) Quadratic deformation of Minkowski and Galilei spaces [15], [18]-[20]
[ xµ, xν ] = iθ
ρτ
µνxρxτ , (3)
with coefficients θµν , θ
ρ
µν and θ
ρτ
µν being constants.
Moreover, it has been demonstrated in [12], that in the case of the so-called N-enlarged
Newton-Hooke Hopf algebras U
(N)
0 (NH±) the twist deformation provides the new space-
time noncommutativity of the form1,2
4) [ t, xi ] = 0 , [ xi, xj ] = if±
(
t
τ
)
θij(x) , (4)
with time-dependent functions
f+
(
t
τ
)
= f
(
sinh
(
t
τ
)
, cosh
(
t
τ
))
, f−
(
t
τ
)
= f
(
sin
(
t
τ
)
, cos
(
t
τ
))
,
θij(x) ∼ θij = const or θij(x) ∼ θ
k
ijxk and τ denoting the time scale parameter - the
cosmological constant. Besides, it should be noted that the all above quantum spaces 1),
1x0 = ct.
2 The discussed space-times have been defined as the quantum representation spaces, so-called Hopf
modules (see e.g. [13], [14]), for the quantum N-enlarged Newton-Hooke Hopf algebras.
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2) and 3) can be obtained by the proper contraction limit of the commutation relations
4)3.
It is commonly known that the above mentioned Poincare and Galilei Hopf algebras
are given by the algebraic as well as by the coalgebraic sector respectively. Since the first
of them defines the commutation relationes for the generators, the second one introduces
particularly the addition rules of two momenta and energies. Usually, such a constructed
composition law remains nonsymmetric with respect the exchange of particles [21]-[25]
and the different solutions of the problem have been proposed in papers [21], [22] and
[25]4.
In this article we provide consistently with coproduct the fourmomentum addition laws
for two canonically and three Lie-algebraically twist-deformed Galilei Hopf algebras [15].
We show that after the proper symmetrization only two of them (for Uκ1(G) and Uκ2(G)
quantum groups) are still deformed while the third one becomes classical. Further, we
demonstrate that the corresponding two-particle energy-momentum conservation principle
with vanishing conserved quantity p¯tot and Etot leads to the discret values of momenta
and energies only in the case of the symmetrized addition rules i), ii) and iii)5.
The paper is organized as follows. In second Section we remaind the canonically-
deformed Galilei Hopf algebras proposed in [15]. The third Section is devoted to the
corresponding fourmomentum conservation principle. In the fourth Section we recall
the Lie-algebraically nonrelativistic Hopf structure while the proper conservation rules
are provided and analyzed in fifth Section. The final remarks are discussed in the last
Section.
2 Canonical twist-deformations of Galilei Hopf alge-
bra
The two canonically deformed Galilei Hopf algebras Uθij (G) and Uθ0i(G) have been pro-
vided in article [15] by the proper contractions of their relativistic counterparts. They are
given by the classical algebraic sector
[Kij, Kkl ] = i (δilKjk − δjlKik + δjkKil − δikKjl) , (5)
[Kij, Vk ] = i (δjk Vi − δik Vj) , [Kij ,Πρ] = i (ηjρΠi − ηiρΠj) , (6)
[Vi, Vj ] = [Vi,Πj ] = 0 , [Vi,Π0 ] = −iΠi , [ Πρ,Πσ ] = 0 , (7)
3Such a result indicates that the twisted N-enlarged Newton-Hooke Hopf algebra plays a role of the
most general type of quantum group deformation at nonrelativistic level.
4The symmetrization problem has been mainly considered in the case of κ-Poincare Hopf structure
Uκ(P).
5Before symmetrization the condition p¯tot = 0 and Etot = 0 gives the classical solution p¯1 = −p¯2 and
E1 = −E2 respectively.
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where Kij , Π0, Πi and Vi can be identified with rotation, time translation, momentum
and boost operators as well as by the following twisted coproducts
∆θij (Πµ) = ∆0(Πµ) , ∆θij (Vi) = ∆0(Vi) , (8)
∆θij (Kij) = ∆0(Kij)− θ
kl[(δkiΠj − δkj Πi)⊗ Πl
+Πk ⊗ (δliΠj − δljΠi)] , (9)
and
∆θ0i(Πµ) = ∆0(Πµ) , (10)
∆θ0i(Kij) = ∆0(Kij)− θ
0kΠ0 ∧ (δkiΠj − δkjΠi) , (11)
∆θ0i(Vi) = ∆0(Vi)− θ
0kΠi ∧ Πk , (12)
respectively. Besides, in the case of Uθij (G) Hopf structure the corresponding quantum
space-time is given by
[ t, xi ] = 0 , [ xi, xj ] = iθij , (13)
while for Uθ0i(G) it looks as follows
[ t, xi ] = iθ0i , [ xi, xj ] = 0 . (14)
Of course, for deformation parameters θij and θ0i approaching zero the above relations
become classical.
3 Canonically deformed energy-momentum conser-
vation law
Let us turn to the momentum addition rules corresponding to the ∆(P )-coproducts (8)
and (10). Due to the fact that both of them are primitive, for momenta p¯1 = [ p11, p12, p13 ]
and p¯2 = [ p21, p22, p23 ] as well as for energies E1 and E2, we have
p¯1 +A p¯2 = p¯3 ; A = θij or A = θi0 , (15)
E1 +A E2 = E3 , (16)
with
p¯3 = [ p11 + p21, p12 + p22, p13 + p23 ] , (17)
E3 = E1 + E2 , (18)
4
in the case of Uθij (G) and Uθi0(G) Hopf structures. It means that for both algebras the
addition law remains undeformed and the energy-momentum conservation principle for
two-particle system takes the standard form
p¯1 +A p¯2 = p¯1 + p¯2 = p¯tot = const. , (19)
E1 +A E2 = E1 + E2 = Etot = const. . (20)
Of course, for p¯tot and Etot equal to zero we get
p¯1 = −p¯2 , (21)
and
E1 = −E2 , (22)
respectively.
4 Twisted Lie-algebraically deformed Galilei Hopf st-
ructures
The three Lie-algebraically twist-deformed Galilei Hopf structures Uκ1(G), Uκ2(G) and
Uκ3(G) have been introduced in article [15] as well. Their algebraic sectors remain classical
(see formulas (5)-(7)) while the coproducts are given by6,7,8
∆κ1(Π0) = ∆0(Π0) , (23)
∆κ1(Πi) = ∆0(Πi) + sin
(
1
κ1
Πγ
)
∧ (δkiΠl − δliΠk) (24)
+
[
cos
(
1
κ1
Πγ
)
− 1
]
⊥ (δkiΠk + δliΠl) ,
∆κ1(Kij) = ∆0(Kij) +Kkl ∧
1
κ1
(δiγΠj − δjγΠi)
+ i [Kij, Kkl] ∧ sin
(
1
κ1
Πγ
)
+ [[Kij , Kkl] , Kkl] ⊥
[
cos
(
1
κ1
Πγ
)
− 1
]
(25)
+ Kkl sin
(
1
κ1
Πγ
)
⊥
1
κ1
(ψγΠk − χγΠl)
+
1
κ1
(ψγΠl + χγΠk) ∧Kkl
[
cos
(
1
κ1
Πγ
)
− 1
]
,
6The indexes k, l, γ are fixed, spatial and different.
7a ∧ b = a⊗ b − b⊗ a , a ⊥ b = a⊗ b+ b⊗ a.
8ψλ = ηνληβµ − ηµληβν , χλ = ηνληαµ − ηµληαν .
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∆κ1(Vi) = ∆0(Vi) + i [Vi, Kkl] ∧ sin
(
1
κ1
Πγ
)
(26)
+ [[Vi, Kkl] , Kkl] ⊥
[
cos
(
1
κ1
Πγ
)
− 1
]
,
in case of the first quantum group
∆κ2(Π0) = ∆0(Π0) , (27)
∆κ2(Πi) = ∆0(Πi) + sin
(
1
κ2
Π0
)
∧ (δkiΠl − δliΠk) (28)
+
[
cos
(
1
κ2
Π0
)
− 1
]
⊥ (δkiΠk + δliΠl) ,
∆κ2(Kij) = ∆0(Kij) +Kkl ∧
1
κ2
(δi0Πj − δj0Πi)
+ i [Kij , Kkl] ∧ sin
(
1
κ2
Π0
)
+ [[Kij, Kkl] , Kkl] ⊥
[
cos
(
1
κ2
Π0
)
− 1
]
(29)
+ Kkl sin
(
1
κ2
Π0
)
⊥
1
κ2
(ψ0Πk − χ0Πl)
+
1
κ2
(ψ0Πl + χ0Πk) ∧Kkl
[
cos
(
1
κ2
Π0
)
− 1
]
,
∆κ2(Vi) = ∆0(Vi) +
1
κ2
Kkl ∧Πi + i [Vi, Kkl] ∧ sin
(
1
κ2
Π0
)
+ [[Vi, Kkl] , Kkl] ⊥
[
cos
(
1
κ2
Π0
)
− 1
]
(30)
+ Kkl sin
(
1
κ2
Π0
)
⊥
1
κ2
(δkiΠl − δliΠk)
−
1
κ2
(δkiΠk + δliΠl) ∧Kkl
[
cos
(
1
κ2
Π0
)
− 1
]
,
for the second Hopf algebra and
∆κ3(Π0) = ∆0(Π0) +
1
κ3
Πl ∧ Πk , (31)
∆κ3(Πi) = ∆0(Πi) , ∆κ3(Vi) = ∆0(Vi) , (32)
6
∆κ3(Kij) = ∆0(Kij) +
i
κ3
[Kij, Vk] ∧Πl +
1
κ3
Vk ∧ (δilΠj − δjlΠi) , (33)
for the third, Uκ3(G) Hopf structure. One can also check that that the corresponding
quantum space-times look as follows
[ xi, xj ] =
i
κ1
δγj(δkixl − δlixk) +
i
κ1
δγi(δljxk − δkjxl) , [ t, xi ] = 0 , (34)
[ t, xi ] =
i
κ2
(δlixk − δkixl) , [ xi, xj ] = 0 , (35)
and
[ xi, xj ] =
i
κ3
t(δliδkj − δkiδlj) , [ t, xi ] = 0 . (36)
respectively. Obviously, for all deformation parameters κ1, κ2 and κ3 running to infinity
the above relations become commutative.
5 Lie-algebraically deformed energy-momentum con-
servation law
Due to the ∆(P )-coproducts (23), (24), (27), (28), (31) and (32) the two-particle energy-
momentum addition rules for p¯1 = [ p1γ , p1k, p1l ] and p¯2 = [ p2γ, p2k, p2l ] as well as for
energies E1 and E2 take the form
p¯1 +κi p¯2 = p¯3 ; i = 1, 2, 3 , (37)
E1 +κi E2 = E3 , (38)
with
p3γ = p1γ + p2γ , (39)
p3k = p1k + p2k + sin
(
p1γ
κ1
)
p2l − sin
(
p2γ
κ1
)
p1l +
+
[
cos
(
p1γ
κ1
)
− 1
]
p2k + (40)
+
[
cos
(
p2γ
κ1
)
− 1
]
p1k ,
p3l = p1l + p2l − sin
(
p1γ
κ1
)
p2k + sin
(
p2γ
κ1
)
p1k +
+
[
cos
(
p1γ
κ1
)
− 1
]
p2l + (41)
+
[
cos
(
p2γ
κ1
)
− 1
]
p1l ,
E3 = E1 + E2 , (42)
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in case of the first Hopf algebra
p3γ = p1γ + p2γ , (43)
p3k = p1k + p2k + sin
(
E1
κ2
)
p2l − sin
(
E2
κ2
)
p1l +
+
[
cos
(
E1
κ2
)
− 1
]
p2k + (44)
+
[
cos
(
E2
κ2
)
− 1
]
p1k ,
p3l = p1l + p2l − sin
(
E1
κ2
)
p2k + p1k sin
(
E2
κ2
)
+
+
[
cos
(
E1
κ2
)
− 1
]
p2l + p1l
[
cos
(
E2
κ2
)
− 1
]
, (45)
E3 = E1 + E2 , (46)
for the second quantum group and
p3γ = p1γ + p2γ , p3k = p1k + p2k , p3l = p1l + p2l , (47)
E3 = E1 + E2 +
1
κ3
(p1lp2k − p1kp2l) , (48)
for the third Hopf structure. Consequently, the components (39)-(48) become nonsym-
metric with respect the exchange of indexes 1 and 2. In order to improve the problem we
modify the above rules in the most simple and natural way as follows9
i) p3γ = p1γ + p2γ , (49)
p3k = p1k + p2k +
[
cos
(
p1γ
κ1
)
− 1
]
p2k + p1k
[
cos
(
p2γ
κ1
)
− 1
]
, (50)
p3l = p1l + p2l +
[
cos
(
p1γ
κ1
)
− 1
]
p2l + p1l
[
cos
(
p2γ
κ1
)
− 1
]
, (51)
E3 = E1 + E2 , (52)
9The terms of laws (40), (41) and (44), (45) including cosinus function are together symmetric with
respect the exchange of indexes 1 and 2. Hence, they remain untouched by our procedure. However, the
terms with sinus function are together antysymmetric. It is easy to see that their following symmetrization
(for example in the case of the first Hopf algebra)
sin
(
p1γ
κ1
)
p2l − p1l sin
(
p2γ
κ1
)
+ p1l sin
(
p2γ
κ1
)
− sin
(
p1γ
κ1
)
p2l = 0 ,
cancels all of them. Consequently, we get the formulas (50), (51) and (54), (55) respectively. In the
similar way we proceed with rules (48) and (56).
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ii) p3γ = p1γ + p2γ , (53)
p3k = p1k + p2k +
[
cos
(
E1
κ2
)
− 1
]
p2k + p1k
[
cos
(
E2
κ2
)
− 1
]
, (54)
p3l = p1l + p2l +
[
cos
(
E1
κ2
)
− 1
]
p2l + p1l
[
cos
(
E2
κ2
)
− 1
]
, (55)
E3 = E1 + E2 , (56)
iii) p3γ = p1γ + p2γ , p3k = p1k + p2k , p3l = p1l + p2l , E3 = E1 + E2 .
Then, the energy-momentum conservation law for two-particle system takes the form
p¯1 +κi p¯2 = p¯tot = const. , (57)
E1 +κi E2 = Etot = const. , (58)
with the components of total vector p¯tot and with total energy Etot given by equations
(39)-(48) in the case of twisted coproduct ∆(P ) as well as by i), ii) and iii) formulas for
their symmetrized counterparts respectively.
Let us now turn to the special situation when p¯tot = 0 and Etot = 0, i.e., when
p¯1 +κi p¯2 = 0 , (59)
and
E1 +κi E2 = 0 , (60)
or, equivalently
p3γ = 0 = p3k = p3l , E3 = 0 . (61)
Then, by direct calculation one can check that the conditions (61) are satisfied by classical
set of solutions (21), (22) for all three Lie-algebraically deformed Hopf algebras Uκi(G)
for both symmetrized and nonsymmetrized addition rules, as well as by
p1γ = −p2γ = κ1pi
(
n−
1
2
)
; n ∈ Z , (62)
E1 = −E2 , (63)
p1k and p1l − arbitrary real numbers , (64)
in the case of the first quantum group Uκ1(G) and
p1γ = −p2γ , (65)
E1 = −E2 = κ2pi
(
n−
1
2
)
; n ∈ Z , (66)
p1k and p1l − arbitrary real numbers , (67)
for the second Hopf structure Uκ2(G) only after the symmetrization. Obviously, for pa-
rameters κi approaching infinity the above formulas become commutative.
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6 Final remarks
In this article we provide the addition rules for two momenta of particles in the case of
three Lie-algebraically and two canonically twist-deformed Galilei Hopf algebras. The
proposed prescription remains consistent with ∆(P )-coproducts given by the formulas
(8), (10), (23), (24), (27), (28), (31) and (32) respectively. Besides, we formulate the
energy-momentum conservation principle for all considered systems. Particularly, we
show that the total energy-momentum vanishing condition p¯tot = 0 and Etot = 0 leads
to the quantization of three-momentum in the case of Uκ1(G) Hopf algebra as well as
to the discretisation of energy values for Uκ2(G) Hopf structure only in the case of the
symmetrized addition rules i), ii) and iii).
It should be noted that the above considerations can be extended to the N-particle
twist-deformed relativistic and nonrelativistic kinematical models as well. The works in
this direction already started and are in progress.
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